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ABSTRACT: Reviewing the once work of council machine shadowing, monitoring and waking system, there's a 

possibility to classify colorful methodologies and identify new trends. One among them is a challenge for vehicle 

shadowing, monitoring and waking system. Now-a-days with the increase in the crime rate and accidents, parents 

worry about their wards when they're going to sodalities and numerous Scholars find themselves locked in a council 

machine in the machine parking lot after falling asleep on their way to council, miss the machine, or leave at the wrong 

station. This design makes use of the connection of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology for shadowing 

and monitoring Pupil during their trip to and from council on council busses and it has the advantage of effective 

shadowing capabilities, low cost and easy conservation. The individual RFID markers are effective and it's used for 

shadowing and monitoring Pupil. Fire detector is also used in this design to descry any fire accidents. Speed of the 

machine also can be calculated and shoot a communication to the parents through GSM.  

KEYWORDS: Control System, Automation, Embedded System, Speed limit. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When it comes to public transportation, time and tolerance are essential. In other words, numerous people 

using public transport motorcars have endured time loss because of staying at the machine stops. Millions of Student 

need to travel from home to council and vice versa every day. For parents, carrying a safe transport for their Pupil is a 

critical issue. Crime against Student is adding and every parent is requesting the separate council for the security of 

their Pupil while travelling from council to home and vice versa in council machine. The system will notify parents by 

SMS whenever Student enters or leaves council machine, this will assure parents that Student are safely reached to 

destination. Count through IR detector will insure that's council machine is vacant or still any Pupil are inside the 

council machine. 

 In this paper, smart machine shadowing system has been proposed that when any pupil enter into machine the 

alert massage will shoot to their parents and also appearance times, motorcars current locales, and machine routes on a 

chart can be fluently plant out with the help of IOT. GPS ( Global Positioning System) and Google charts are used for 

navigation and display services independently (Global System of Mobile Communication) used for transferring alert 

communication. Millions of Student need to be moved from home to council and vice versa every day. For their 

parents, getting a safe transport for their Pupil is a pivotal issue. At present days all are veritably much apprehensive 

about the safety enterprises. At the same time parents can shoot their Pupil to sodalities which have high character and 

all installations.  

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 
 

  Wireless Sensor networks (WSN), occasionally called wireless detector and selector networks (WSAN), are 

spatially distributed independent detectors to cover physical or environmental conditions, similar as temperature, 

sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main position. The further 

ultramodern networks are bidirectional, also enabling control of detector exertion. The development of wireless 

detector networks was motivated by military operations similar as battleground surveillance; moment similar networks 
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are used in numerous artificial and consumer operations, similar as artificial process monitoring and control, machine 

health monitoring, and so on.  

 

  The WSN is erected of" bumps"– from a many to several hundreds or indeed thousands, where each knot is 

connected to one (or occasionally several) detectors. Each similar detector network knot has generally several corridor 

a radio transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to an external antenna, a microcontroller, an electronic circuit 

for uniting with the detectors and an energy source, generally a battery or an bedded form of energy harvesting. A 

detector knot might vary in size from that of a shoebox down to the size of a grain of dust, although performing" 

molecules “of genuine bits confines have yet to be created. The cost of detector bumps is also variable, ranging from a 

many to hundreds of bones, depending on the complexity of the individual detector bumps. Size and cost constraints on 

detector bumps affect in corresponding constraints on coffers similar as energy, memory, computational speed and 

dispatches bandwidth. 

 

 The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star network to an advancedmulti-hop wireless mesh 

network. The propagation fashion between the hops of the network can be routing or submerging. Colourful 

government programs have encouraged the combination of sanitarium accident and exigency departments into 

centralized units, responsible for large geographic areas. While this provides an advanced quality of medical care, trip 

time to a crash scene is frequently compromised for those not near these centralized locales (4). According to Brown, 

there's a positive association between ambulance detention and the rate of fatal to serious injuries. This study plant an 

increased mortality rate in counties that had a low population viscosity, farther suggesting a link between elevated 

response time and prognostic (5). Multitudinous other studies have also demonstrated the relationship between 

diminishments in response time and corresponding diminishments in mortality. 

  

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

In being system Road Safety says that machine travelling in the safest form of road transport system is safer 

than the private auto for the Student, and that the record for council machine trip in particular is veritably good.  Global 

Positioning System and Global system for mobile communication module is designed for tracking and situating the 

council machine. Also, the exploration accepted by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in USA notes that 

when comparing the number of losses of Student aged 5 to 18 times during normal council transportation hours, 

council motorcars are 87 times safer than private buses. This system will issue the dispatches to parents to convey them 

that their Pupil are reached to council safely, and they're in the council and also give an alert communication if any fire 

accident occurs. TV displays the communication about the speed of the council machine. The shadowing system 

includes the position and speed of the vehicle in current movement, speed of the vehicle is covered and also SMS alert 

is shoot to the parents through the GSM.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system is used to descry the speed of the vehicle and shoot an alert to the parents, if the machine 

cross the speed limit. Parents use the Google chart in android to track the machine. If the parents open the Google chart 

the speed of the machine and the current position of the machine can display in the android.  The GSM and GPS 

module is used to shoot the alert communication to the parents and also to the council unit. The TV display is fixed in 

the council machine to display the of the identification pupil to the motorist. The proposed system is used to insinuate 

parents about the machine position and also about the Student boarding to the council machine.  

The system addressed the problem faced by parents of staying on the machine stop for long duration. The 

system includes RFID identification and the GPS is used for shamus which is inbuilt in the android for unique the 

position phone the complete position and Pupil details are stored in the database.  Each pupil has the unique key at the 

council side to display the pupil details not only at the entry and exit of the pupil at any time. If the first key is pressed 

the separate pupil details displayed in the android mobile in council unit. A key is fixed in a machine unit at a motorist 

side to shoot an alert communication to parents which overcomes the problem faced by the parents of staying on the 

machine stop for long duration. Motorist press the key for every 5 twinkles for that GSM module shoot an alert 

communication for the near stops which fixed in a database. The GPS module which is present in the android mobile 

starts to track the position of the machine in the form of latitude and longitude with the help of GSM module which is 

fixed in the machine unit. The AC Voltage, typically 220V rms, is connected to a transformer, which steps that ac 

voltage down to the level of the desired dc output. A Diode rectifier then provides a full-wave rectified voltage that is 
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initially filtered by a simple capacitor filter to produce a dc voltage. This Resulting dc voltage usually has some ripple 

or ac voltage variation. A Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is a flat panel display, electronic visual display, or video 

display that uses the light modulating properties of liquid crystals. Liquid crystals do not emit light directly. Liquid 

crystals were first discovered in 1888. By 2008, worldwide sales of televisions with LCD screens exceeded annual 

sales of CRT units; the CRT became obsolete for most purposes. 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig;1  Block diagram of Advanced Automatic Speed Control In Speed Limit Zone 

Computer hardware and software company, project, and user community that designs and manufactures 

microcontroller kits for building digital devices and interactive objects that can sense and control objects in the physical 

world. The Project's products are distributed as open-source hardware and software, which are licensed under the GNU 

Lesser General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL), permitting the manufacture of 

Arduino boards and software distribution by anyone. Arduino boards are available commercially in preassembled form 

or as do-it-yourself kits. 

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

    The AC Voltage, typically 220V rms, is connected to a transformer, which steps that ac voltage down to the 

level of the desired dc output. A Diode rectifier then provides a full-wave rectified voltage that is initially filtered by a 

simple capacitor filter to produce a dc voltage. This Resulting dc voltage usually has some ripple or ac voltage variation 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                 

Fig;2. Hardware impletation of Advanced Automatic Speed Control in Speed Limit Zone 
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   The Project's board designs use a variety of microprocessors and controllers. These Systems provide sets of digital 

and analog Input/Output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to various expansion boards ("shields") and other circuits. 

The Boards feature serial communications interfaces including Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some models, for 

loading programs from Hardware impletation of Advanced Automatic Speed Control In Speed Limit Zone. The 

Microcontrollers are mainly programmed using a dialect of features from the programming languages C and C++. In 

addition to using traditional compiler tool chains, the Arduino project provides an Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) based on the Processing language project. 

All the GSM networks in Kenya allow for ‘roaming’ (using the phone to ‘roam’ within different national 

networks) within East Africa. Not all mobile-phones purchased outside Kenya will work on the local GSM networks. 

CDMA phones have not been enabled to ‘roam’ in East Africa due to the fact that the necessary network agreements do 

not, as yet, exist. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system that provides 

location and time information in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an unobstructed 

line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. The System provides critical capabilities to military, civil and commercial 

users around the world. It is maintained by the United States government and is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS 

receiver. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

      This proposed system aims at enhancing the safety of Pupil during the diurnal transportation to and from 

council. RFID Reader located inside the machine detects the RFID markers of the Pupil. It sends instant announcement 

with the applicable data from the council database garcon via internet. The parents can log into the Operation and cover 

the details of their Pupil and track the position of the machine. The admin can add stops, and induce an optimized route 

and can have a live shadowing of the machine. Further this system can be enhanced by Parking Operation System, 

having VANET for machine to machine communication. This system can be extended for full- time monitoring of 

Pupil that will be helpful for parents and guardians at minimal cost  
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